
Safe roadways rely on pavement markers. Keep your road markers 
in place longer with Crafco Hot-Applied Flexible Pavement Marker 
Adhesive. Compatible with most marker types, this impact-resistant 
adhesive is a higher performing adhesive than standard bituminous 
marker adhesive, temporary butyl pads or brittle epoxies. Thanks 
to specialized polymer additives, it stays flexible through a wider 
temperature range. That means up to 50% fewer markers lost to 
snowplows in winter and more stability against twisting and slipping 
in summer. Crafco’s flexible adhesive cures within minutes, 
minimizing traffic disruptions. Upgrade your marker placement with 
Flexible Pavement Marker Adhesive.

Keep Road Markers Where You 
Want Them

More resilient than butyl pads  
or epoxies 

Fast curing for quick installation 

Compatible with asphalt and 
concrete pavement 

Significantly reduces marker loss in 
both winter and summer

Marker Adhesive
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BENEFITS



Uniquely formulated with premium ingredients, Crafco’s Marker Adhesive 
remains flexible at temperatures down to 20°F (-7°C) and is specified by 
several state Departments of Transportation for its remarkable durability. 
Studies document 50-87% higher marker retention than standard bituminous 
marker adhesive (Type I) in heavy traffic conditions (>200,000 vehicles 
daily), with savings from retained markers offsetting any cost differential.

Flexible Pavement Marker Adhesive:
• Cures quickly - open to traffic in just five minutes
• Works with most marker types
• Reduces marker loss from snow plows and summer heat
• Exceeds ASTM D4280 and D4383 Type II specifications 

See the difference with Crafco Flexible Marker Adhesive, and upgrade your 
Crafco Super Shot with a Shot Timer Kit, shorter wand, and foot pedal 
kit for maximum efficiency when installing markers.

The Crafco QwikStix are a fast and easy solution 
to install single pavement markers on asphalt 
or concrete with only a torch. Peel back the 
self-release cardboard box and melt just 
enough to do the job.

SHOT TIMER KIT
Speed up your installation with the Crafco 
Shot Timer Kit to dispense a uniform 
amount of material with each trigger pull. 
Customize the timer to dispense your 
desired adhesive amount for precise 
application. Whether upgrading an existing 
melter or ordering the kit installed from the 
factory, you can set up a dedicated melter 
for marker adhesive or simply turn the Shot 
Timer on or off as needed.

Reliable Performance, Every Time
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